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 Bernadette Call 8.28.2020 – Presented Content from Call  
 

In global news that is a good indication that things are changing. Shinzo Abe resigns as 

PM, Premier, of Japan due to health issues. Benjamin Fullford has flagged Abe to be a 

cabal puppet. Perhaps, we are seeing government reset in play.  

What is also interesting is Trump’s RNC acceptance speech at White House. There was 

a green seal, like the dollar, hanging from the balcony with a gold backed chandelier 

and reflection of silver. Was Trump signaling a gold backed dollar. Judy Shelton of 

FedRez is putting out similar clues and that it is going down 31st of August. Then Trump 

was flanked by many US flags without the gold fringe. Too many to count. Could have 

been 50 or close to it, which might be a representation of the restoration of the 

Republic. These regular flags without the gold fringe may be a clue that we are going 

back to Common Law and Constitutional Law, which would eliminate the fraudulent 

legal system where you are a dead corporate entity as opposed to a flesh and blood 

individual under the law of the land as opposed to the law of the sea. We have been 

operating under admiralty law which protected the cargo on ships for the crown.  

Trump is taking on big pharma and complicit insurance companies with “favored Nation 

drug pricing”, which means that we pay for the lowest cost that the drug is available 

from other countries’ pricing. In addition, the documentary “Plandemic” give an 

interesting insight into the Rockerfellers and the fact that plant-based cures can’t be 

patented as such they created petroleum-based products that also has the side effects 

of producing cancer. They then got into the cancer foundation business. It all is 

intertwined. What is also being exposed is that the Sars-Covid virus was patented by 

the CDC, which is illegal on several fronts. One is a naturally occurring phenomena 

can’t be patent; and, if it is manmade it violates the law regarding making a bio weapon.  

We as a planet are ascending, with some of us in the vanguard position being able see 

the evidence of operating with a new construct.  We are experiencing the flipping of 

timelines and associated reality.  Q movement aptly put out Where We Go 1 We Go All. 

We are all in this together along with all sentient life. There are new colors of flowers 

and fruits namely vibrant blue and new varieties of miniature fruit trees that appear to 

produce an abundance of food. There was a crazy new bee that I saw the other day that 

was black with two big yellow circles, one on either side of its body.  

As we go up in dimensions we can now understand and start to perceive the infinite 

aspects of all the dimensions below. When people thought the earth was flat, like a 

crumpled piece of paper, we were in a 2D understanding of x and y location information. 

However, as we explored the 3rd dimension of altitude, we could occupy the same 

latitude and longitude but be at a different altitude whether below the earth or up in the 

sky in a balloon or airplane.  As we explored altitude, we could witness the vast 

expanse and diversity of the 2D plan below. More could be understood from this 
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perspective than simply exploring things from the ground level. The 4th dimension allows 

all timeframes to coexist within a same latitude, longitude, and altitude. Perhaps, some 

of these demonic forces are simply skews be fractional time dilations. 

In a 3D construct we can only be philosophical about the higher constructs. However, 

we are shown in movies and TV series what is going on or might happen in the future. 

For example, Star Trek the Next Generation in its first episode introduced the character 

Q.  Even “Atlas Shrugged” with “Who is John Galt”? Here too we have 17 in that J = 10 

and G = 6 and the same question of who is Q is being asked. In addition, there are 

pastors from mega churches and law makers are introducing legislation stating the Q is 

a conspiracy inciting violence, or satanic cult that needs to be removed. What it is doing 

is actually getting people to take a closer look and decipher old drops to get an 

understanding of what is now taking place. 

Perhaps, the most brainy and interesting movie that explores the 5th dimension is 

“Arrival”.  It had very mixed reviews because it was very intellectual in its construct. We 

watched it 3 times before understanding its concept and also watching the extra 

material on the DVD, which was an interview with the author of the short story that the 

movie is based on. The movie is about the arrival of advanced aliens that park their 

vanilla bean shaped ships around the globe. These aliens are very tall, and to a degree 

come across biblical, as looking like trees walking. They have a linear spoken language.  

However, humans from around the globe are trying to decipher their written language. 

Their written language was circular and bleeding into the center of the circle like a 

Rorschach ink blot test. What we see from the start of the movie is that the protagonist 

is shown the beginning and the end of her story simultaneously.  She sees her daughter 

being born, growing up, and the dying from a terminal disease. At the end of the movie, 

it is the beginning of that which she saw happening as a complete alpha omega cycle. 

The ability to start to perceive alpha and omega cycles, or the beginning and end result 

together, are the right brain constructs that will become the norm as we go deeply into 

creative expression. Creative expression based on the coherent energy of Love is a 

right brain constructed tied to the heart and its brain cells. The DS globalists have 

pushed humanity into left brain thinking which is analytical and engineering in nature. It 

is also the least powerful part of the brain function.   

Given that these players are feeding us narratives that are lies.  It begs the question 

what we can rely on in creating using left brain constructs. What is evident is that these 

brainwashed people go crazy if their belief systems are shaken, and deemed invalid. 

Their entire existence, and identity, is predicated on their beliefs being rock solid true. 

Many of us who operate from right brain creativity constructs are happy to discard 

beliefs that no longer serve us. Perhaps, that is how saints were able to levitate. They 

simply discarded the belief in gravity. Maybe that is how miracles work too. You simply 

discard the concept of disease, and operate from a harmonious notion of being at ease 

at all levels including spiritual. 
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What is in the 4th dimension. In computer multi-dimensional tables where you have x, y, 

and z the fourth dimension is time. Perhaps, the 4th dimension is time, and associated 

timelines, where all possible decisions are being, or have been, played out. Some 

decisions will yield many on-going possibilities while others are more limited in reality 

constructs. In any case, the Mandela effect my give an insight into flipping of timelines. 

The Mandela effect is where we have a different remembered history of what is 

currently being presented as history. In the concept of the 5th dimension reality, we will 

be working with and creating new concepts that work with coherent light constructs of 

the quantum field of reality.  

In quantum physics, a photon is the building block particle of light that all manifest 

reality is ultimately comprised of. Photons that have two states of existence. They can 

be collapsed into a particle with a particular spin and location, or they can be a coherent 

wave which is pure potential. We are only at the beginning stages of Quantum 

Computing. All of our data structures are based on patterns of zeroes and ones. In 

addition, our programming languages, and tools, are also geared to two values for a bit, 

which again is either a zero or a one. There is no concept in our software for a value of 

undetermined.  It would appear that the Quantum Financial System (QFS) that is going 

to go live any moment, and support a reset and revaluation of our Financial System and 

asset backed currencies, is off world technology.  

According to Charlie Ward the QFS was pinged successfully by all banks around the 

world on August 2nd. The FedRez posted on their website that they are now operational 

7/24/365. Charlie further stated that moving funds from Europe to the US took less than 

5 seconds. The existing SWIFT system is being decommissioned apparently by the end 

of August, with the QFS taking over the function of moving funds. SWIFT is ancient 

technology built on teletype protocols.  It is not only ancient in communication lines; it is 

also ancient in command structures that instruct banks on debit and credit transactions 

and other instructions that need to be carried out. This archaic banking network has 

been compromised: and, facilitates transactions being in limbo for days and weeks, 

making it possible for banks to use these funds to make money out of thin air through 

overnight lending at premium rates. 

The QFS is based on quantum physics, and people are speculating that is also uses 

blockchain technology. In the past I worked with a physicist who was using quantum 

technology for next generation communication networks based on light. He used 21 

photon pairs to transmit a bit. What was key to this communication method is that the 

data being transmitted could not be manipulated, or altered. The same principal is in 

play for the QFS. Transactions need to be hack-proof. Quantum Physics as its bases 

provides the necessary structure in order to make transactions permanent without the 

ability to manipulate them.  Blockchain, as a concept, has been in place for decades 

within communication protocols in order to ensure that a packet of information that is 

being routed throughout the network has not been compromised, or corrupted. 
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A packet, or in financial systems a transaction, is made up of patterns of zeroes and 

ones that software interprets. For example, in banking a transaction would include a 

routing number, account number, date, name on target account, amount, and potentially 

a purpose for the transaction. In communication protocols we used a similar concept to 

blockchains. Here we called it block check characters or BCC. Before a packet is 

transmitted, the communication software performs a computation on the data packet, 

which in some cases like bit coin would compute a hash value. In the case of crypto 

currencies, their value is derived by a finite amount of crypto coins being in circulation. If 

a hash value is appended, you need to guarantee a unique value. This uniqueness is 

created by taking the total amount in circulation, adding 30 % as a value buffer, and 

finding the closest prime number. A prime number can only be divided by itself. There 

are no common denominators. Once the computation is done on the packet of data, that 

value is than passed to a modulo function where the value that is used is the prime 

number. The modulo function returns a unique value which is between 1 and the prime 

number and appears totally to be a random number.  So, any modification to the original 

data would not return the same hash value, and as such. flags an error.  It is not clear 

whether the QFS is centralized or massively distributed throughout the world. From 

what has been posted on-line is that there are computer throughout the US and world 

that are holding a distributed ledger. In the case of crypto currencies, they are very 

difficult to game because the ledger of transactions is distributed across thousands, or 

even millions, of computers. As such, to manipulate a transaction would require not only 

creating a valid hash, it also means modifying all of the ledgers as well.  

New software based on quantum computing makes is possible to create models, and 

systems, that can reflect a 5th dimension reality and above; mainly, because is can deal 

with an undetermined state of data as a wave form of just pure potential. It is this 

concept for the QFS that makes it possible to hold the concept of unlimited prosperity. 

All of the current approaches to crypto currencies are dealing with a finite amount in 

circulation construct. What we will be ushering is an organic issuing of money based on 

the needs of initiatives.  What is unknown is how long will barter instruments be in 

existence: whether the Ubuntu concept of equitable exchanges of energy take hold from 

Michael Tellinger of  South Africa; how galactic commerce is going to work and what it 

will cost; and, what the financial impact of free energy and clean water will usher in?  

In addition, we are seeing evidence of Trump implementing NESARA with GESARA on 

a global basis. There are people who have seen loans zeroed out along with utility bills. 

While it is not wide spread yet, it is more than likely a beta test.  When you create a new 

system, you don’t immediately put it into wide spread operation. Instead, you create an 

alpha test with internal users and then go for a beta test with a select group of users.  A 

reset of a global financial system will more than likely be in beta test too. These users 

may be the T1 through T4A in order to shake out any problems and make sure the 

existing banking infrastructure can handle new protocols for funds transfers. In addition, 

these tiers encompass a manageable number of users which would form a beta select 

user situation. NESARA more than likely will be announced when the key components 
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are already in play. Once that happens the Republic is back in play, and what is 

required is elections in 120 days. It is not clear when this will happen. Perhaps, Trump 

will allow a demonstration of mail in election mayhem; and, then announcing NESARA; 

along with bringing forward John John. It is unclear whether he could put JJ on the 

ballet this close to November 3rd.  

The USPS filed a patent last year, and amended it this February, for a blockchain based 

voting system. This more than likely has been implemented to secure the November 

vote or a NESARA triggered vote.  Q stated that is was secure. It may be possible to 

vote on-line. In any case the voter and the vote, using blockchain technology, and 

quantum computers, would make the vote hack proof. 

Human beings are very orientational. We are most comfortable when we know where 

we are in time and space.  The Internet and media are very disorienting and that may 

be designed that way on purpose in order to collapse timelines into the Deep State 

cabal narratives.  Global Consciousness is programmed without humans knowing that 

their reality, or perception of reality, is in fact a great big concocted fiction. This is 

achieved through subliminal messaging, conversational hypnosis pioneered by Milton 

Erickson, and Neuro Linguistic Programming.  It is like the hundred monkey syndrome 

where one monkey decides to wash his fruit in the ocean and liked the salty taste. Then 

another monkey follows suit. Once 100 monkeys are doing this behavior all the 

monkeys on all the neighboring islands wash their fruit as if they have always done it.  

Global Consciousness is programmed by as little as 1 tenth of 1 percent of humanity 

believing in something.  So how are the power brokers that are at the top of the New 

World Order pyramid effecting Global Consciousness, which we are seeing being 

played out by the insane mask brigade. There is always an upside to the lunacy. Masks 

are totally screwing up Artificial Intelligence facial recognition databases. Add a baseball 

cap and sunglasses and you have total anonymity.  In any case the tools of their 

manipulation of beliefs, and associated reality, is the news media and entertainment 

which normalizes, and rewards, heinous behavior. 

Project Mocking Bird, controlled by a CIA operation, puts out the news talking points at 

4a.m. with the programmed narrative that they want people to buy into. News is fake. 

Science is fake in many cases driven by what conclusion do you need the data to 

support? History as recorded is not based on truth.  How basic math is taught is fake. 

Kids no longer can write in cursive which is faster and their printing is really poor. This 

may be why they want to have the older generation die who know real math, science 

and most importantly they lived or had first hand stories from their parents and 

grandparents of the real story of our past. 

Trump is the great spell breaker with his constant pointing out “Fake News”. People are 

gradually waking up to the repetitive narrative of the media. In addition, Occam’s Razor 

is starting to make sense to many awake people, in that if the story is simple it must be 

the truth. What is evident from what we are being told by the media, film/TV/music stars, 
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and famous heads of corporations is now nonsensical. The white hats seem to be 

controlling the script. We are no longer seeing these people live. Instead, they are 

broadcasting from their homes. As such, the alt media doing Zoom rooms looks no 

different than the mainstream media; and thus, is seen with the same credibility. Who is 

very interesting, and has an inside track to the truth, is Charles Ward on YouTube.  

What we are witnessing is that these famous, or infamous, actors don’t look like the 

original. They sound the same. However, there is software that lets you do facial 

puppeteering even from a still photograph. The head moves, the lips move, the eyes 

blink, etc. There is text to speech software using Artificial Intelligence that can capture 

speech nuances. So, you simply type what you want spoken and from a database it 

grabs the persons speech pattern. What is spoken will sound exactly like the person. 

Watching Pelosi, Schumer, Biden what they are saying is contradictory and nonsense. 

This seems to be done deliberately in order to wake people up.  

Did you see the DNC logo? It was a pentagram star of Bophemet sideways, followed by 

a 2, and US white image in a black circle. It seemed to be conveying based on people 

deciphering it, “Death 2 America”. 

In a 5D construct will timelines evaporate and cease to exist where a perceived reality 

has been built on the foundation of lies? We could experience the Mandela Effect as 

normal. Mankind has been tranced and subjected to mind control. Some more than 

others particularly by the Clowns in America, who perfected trauma-based mind control; 

and, who control the media narrative as well.  The pandemic was a plandemic with the 

major players creating a table top exercise of how it would unfold. Their agenda was 

population control and population reduction on a planet wide basis. Instead, the 

plandemic was used by the white hats to facilitate a global financial and economic reset. 

We needed a pause in movement of large amounts of money on a worldwide basis; 

and, we needed to shut down the money laundering institutions and businesses. 

Gates, Faucci and other creatures want to make vaccines mandatory with the intent to 

bring about a mass genocide. Trump is going for therapeutics that would have massive 

restorative value to reverse all the damage done by pharma, food industry (fast food 

and processed food), pollution, etc. For all we know these corporations that aren’t 

building what they normally do are now making ventilators.  Could they now be making 

medbeds or Tesla Towers. 

As we go forth and create new things from technology to art forms, we need to be 

aware of some very heinous agendas, and application of technologies, that should be 

considered treason against mankind and sentient life. There is a documentary that is 

being censored and taken down on YouTube by 2 whistleblowers. These two individuals 

worked as contractors for the military industrial complex and other complicit players. 

The NSA captures all information, such as, phone calls, text messages, emails, and 

more. However, they a required to purge the collected data within days.  
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This information is being syphoned off to these other entities that have no business 

getting our personal information. This massive data volume is then accumulated over 

time and analyzed by Artificial Intelligence software in order to gauge what is trending, 

which is big data. If what is trending is counter to the DS control maniacs, they then 

manipulate reality through the news media, entertainment, Google searches, 

censorship, Twitter, Facebook, Wikipedia character assassinations, etc. in order to get 

enough people to buy their narrative to effect global consciousness. In addition, all 

devices that are activated by speech are more than likely eavesdropping on all 

conversations that in some cases are being listened to by people in call centers around 

the world. 

Artificial Intelligence in most cases is just big data crunching to find patterns and trends; 

and, then using the information to manipulate beliefs and opinions. In the near future we 

have the opportunity to create new technology in ways that protects privacy. By then 

coming off of Amazon, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, TikTok and other data collection 

points, will dry up their data sources. They will be flying blind.  

An extension of Artificial Intelligence is transhumanism. This new technology-based 

initiative was the brainchild of Ray Kurzweil and his educational institution Singularity. 

He states that by 2029 that they will have reverse engineered all aspects of the brain so 

that it can all be simulated by software. In addition, these transhuman proponents state 

that computers are going to be outthinking human beings and as such they want to 

implement chips into the human brain in order to keep up. This is similar to the cyborg 

of “Star Trek” and the creation of a hive mind. Kurzweil goes on to state that computers 

will be writing their own software, which would be virtually impossible to vet. Another 

proponent of transhumanism, and chip implants, is Elon Musk. If computers keep 

getting faster, wouldn’t any implanted chip become obsolete? So, what is the real 

agenda for transhumanism and AI? It has to be to control mankind. 

We have the ability to go into a different direction and that is Synthetic Intelligence, 

which is a benign helper as opposed to trying to take over all human thinking, 

reasoning, and most importantly creativity. What these players overlook is the role of 

the heart brain cells and the creativity function of the right side of the brain. In addition, 

what is omitted is the role of soul and the pineal gland as we go to a higher dimensional 

construct. We see the power, and energy, of soul-based creations that pass the test of 

time as still inspiring. It is these creations in the form of architecture, music, and art that 

were made with love, whether it was for the love of God or just plain for the Love of It! 

To turn the human brain into a computer will cause a devolution in that it predominantly 

would boost left brain thinking which is not where the majority power of the brain is. The 

real power is the right side of the brain which is unbridled creativity and intuition. In 

addition, if we amp up the left side of the brain and pump in the world’s data, 

information, and supposed world knowledge what happens if it is based on fiction and 

lies as we see with the current technologies and what is on the Internet. 
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Knowledge transfer is achieved through metaphors, analogies, and stories. No amount 

of AI can successfully replicate what is human creativity. Kurzweil advocates that 

human emotions will be possible through software. It would seem that under their 

paradigm that machines can self-actualize which is not possible without a soul and one 

that is connecting with higher dimensions where new concepts are more abstract and 

requiring much deeper knowingness that can’t be synthesized; and, the development of 

wisdom. 

In any case it appears to be a race to create different new applications of technology 

that will obsolete the transhuman agenda.  We have the ability through synthetic 

intelligence to allow mankind to transcend current technology and create Heaven on 

Earth by making things that will be considered priceless by future generations. 


